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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, R denotes a one-dimensional local Macauley 
ring with maximal ideal M and residue class field K = R/M. Furthermore, 
we assume throughout that M is stable, i.e., that xM = Ma for some regular 
element x in M. Let n = dim, M/M2, let K denote the Koszul complex 
associated to M, and let cj = dim, H,(K). Let ZJ, = dim, ToriR(K, K) and 
let P,(k) = CL,, b&. This series is called the PoincarC series of R. 
The following information is obtained in this paper: 
(1) The Massey operations on H(K) vanish. 
(2) cj = (n - I)(“;‘) - (7;:) for 1 < j < n - 1. 
(3) pR(k) = (1 + z)/(l - (n - I)+ 
(4) R is not a complete intersection if n > 3. 
While these results are significant in their own right, it is the techniques 
employed that are of greatest interest. We obtain these results by passing 
from R to its blow-up along M (first neighborhood ring), which we denote 
by R”. This seems to open a new direction in the computation of Poincare 
series since previous work focused on passage from R to factor rings R/I. 
We are indebted to the referee for pointing out that the third result can 
be obtained by traditional techniques. A brief account of that procedure 
is presented in the last paragraphs of the paper. 
2. RATIONALITY 0F P,(k) 
Recall that XM = Ma. In this case, the blow-up RM of R along M is 
(z/x: z E M>. Note that MRM = xRM = MC R and that n, the embedding 
dimension, equals the multiplicity e of R (cf., [2, 31). 
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The Koszul complex of R on the minimal generators of M will be denoted 
K, and Kj its jth component with differentiation dj: Ki + KjAI . 
LEMMA 1. If K is the Koszul complex of R, then for each p > 2, the 
image of the induced map, 
l@d:R”@RKD+RM&,KD-l, is Z,-,(K). 
Proof. We may assume that x1 ,.. ., x, are minimal generators for M 
and that x1 = x, where XM = M2. The Koszul complex K is then the 
exterior algebra generated by the free module KI = IJyXl RT, , where 
d(TJ = xi . 
Let p < n. Since d(K,) C MK, and since MRM = MC R, the image 
of the induced map 1 @ d: RM @ K, --f RM @ K,-, is in fact in R @ Kpel = 
G-I - 
Now suppose z = x, rjuj is in Z,-,(K), where ul ,..., u&) is the basis 
for K,-, . Let T denote Tl so that dT = X. Then, xi rid(q) = 0, and 
since RM = M/x and since x is regular (both in R and R”), we have in 
RM 0 K,-, , 
0 = c (rj/x) @ TAd(u,). 
But then 
1 @ c rjuj = 1 (YJX) 0 xz4j 
j j 
When p = n + 1, then Z,-,(K) = Z,,(K) = H,(K) = (0 : M) = 0, and 
the conclusion still holds. Q.E.D. 
Note that if p = 1, then the image of the induced map 1 @ d: AM @ KI + 
R”@RmRMisMRM=M. 
We will use the notation of Gulliksen and Levin (1, p. 164) for the Massey 
operations on K. 
If z, , za E H(K), then the second-order Massey operation y: H(K) x 
H(K) --+ H(K) is defined by y(a; , za) = z1 . za . We say the operation 
is trivial if y(a, , za) = 0 in H(K), i.e., if the product of representatives 
for z, and z2 is in B(K) for all z, , za E H(K). 
Assume that all (n - l)st order Massey operations vanish and for 
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2 < i < n - 1, let y(zi ,..., .q) E K with dy(z, ,..., q) = r(zi ,..., zi). Then, 
define the nth order Massey operation to be: 
n-2 
+ 2 (-l)=:(des%+l) y(zi ,..., Zi) y(q+i ,..., a,) 
i=2 
+ (-l),=~(desz,+l) y(zl )..., X,-i) z n’ 
LEMMA 2. The Massey operations on K all vanish. 
Proof. Let pi, ~a E H(K), where xi , x2 E Z(K). We may choose by 
Lemma 1, w, E RM @ K, so that dw, = a1 . Then, w, . a2 is in fact in K 
since Z(K) C MK and M(RM @ K) C K. But d(wIz2) = x1 . as and hence, 
% * z2 = y(zl ) cz2) = 0. 
We will now show that the third-order Massey operation is in fact zero 
in K from which it follows inductively that all the operations vanish. 
If z 1,.%2,~s~H(K),findw,,w2~RM@K~~thatdw,=z,anddw2= 
z2. As above, w,w,xs E K and we have 
d(w,w,) = zlw& + (- 1)" w,d@w,) 
= %Yb2 Y z3) + (--lNW2)~3 
= %Y(Zz > x3) + (-l)"Yh 9 z2k3 
= Y(%, x2 ,z3), 
where dy(z, , ~a) = y(z, , zs), dy(z2 , zs) = y(z2 , z3) and a = deg a, + 1. 
From the construction of w1 and ws in Lemma 1, it is clear that 
WI 'W2 . za = 0 in K since w1 and w2 are both divisible by the odd degree 
element T, where dT = x, and T2 = 0. Q.E.D. 
It now follows by Golod’s theorem (cf., 1) that the Poincare series of R 
is given by 
(1 + 4/( 1 - il c#+l), 
where n = dim, M/M2 (k = R/M), ci = dim, H,(K), and where H,(K) 
is the ith homology group of the Koszul complex K. 
3. CALCULATION OF ci AND P,(k) 
We find the q’s recursively by the use of the following two lemmas. 
Let K* = RM @ K and v = dim, RMIR. 
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LEMMA 3. dim, H,(K) = I - dimk H,+,(K*) for p > 1 and 
H,(K*) w RM/R @ Kl . 
Proof. The exact sequence of R modules 0 -+ R 5 RM 5 R”/R + 0 
gives rise to the long exact sequence 
--% H,(K*) 8’, Hj(RM/R @ K) -% Hj-l(K> 
(yt HjJK*) 8*, ... d H2(RM/R @ K) -% f&W) 
LI* H,(K*) --% Hl(RM/R @ K) -% Ho(K) 
-% H,(K*) B*, H,,(R”/R @ K) - 0. 
By Lemma 1, 01 carries cycles to boundaries for p > 1. Therefore, a* 
is zero, fi* is injective, and 8 is onto for p > 1. Also by Lemma 1, R”/R @ K 
has trivial differentiation, so Hj(RM/R @ K) = R”IR @ Kj for all j. Since 
dim, RM/R @ Kj = v(7), the first part is established for 12 - 1 >, p > 1. 
Since H,(K) = (0 : M) = 0 = (0 : MR”) = H,(K*), the result holds for 
all p > 1. 
Since H,,(K) = R/M and H,,(KM) = R”/MRM = R”/M, or, is injective 
so that 6, is zero and a* is onto. Since /I,* is injective the isomorphism 
is established. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. dim, H,(K*) = dim, H,(K) + (pFl) for p > 1, and 
H,(R/M @ K) !.a H,,(K*). 
Proof. Let x be the regular element for which xM = M2. Then 
is an exact sequence of R modules, which gives rise to the long exact sequence 
HdK) 8*, Hj(RjM 0 K) 6 Hj-l(K*) * Hj-l(K) JL a*. 
- fW*> -% H,(K) -% H,(R/M OK) --% f&K*) 
2* H,(K) a* H,(R/M @ K) d 0, 
where the largest nonzero homology group is H,(R/M @ K). 
It is easiiy seen that multiplication by X: RM @ Kj -+ R @ Kj for j > I 
maps Zj(K*) onto Zj(K). In fact, if C rhuh E Zj(K), where the uA form a 
basis for Kj , then, since Zj(K) C MK, we have rA EM and hence, 
C (r&x) E Zj(K*). The induced map x* is then onto for j 3 1 and 6 is 
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injective. Since the differentiation on the complex R/M @ K is trivial, 
it follows that 
dim Hj(R/M @ K) = dim(R/M @ Ki) = ( j”] 
and the first part of the result follows. The map 6: H,(R/M @ K) = 
R/M @ KI -+ H,(K*) is an isomorphism of R modules since 6 is injective 
by the previous argument and onto since the map x*: H,,(K*) + H,(K) 
is trivial. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that R is a one-dimensional, local Macauley ring 
with its maximal ideal stable. The Poincare’ series P,(k) of R with augmentation 
R/M is given by P,(k) = (1 + z)/(l - (n - l)z), where n is the embedding 
dimension of R. 
Proof. By the discussion preceding Lemma 3, we know 
P,(k) = (1 + @/( 1 - jl c#+l), 
where n is the embedding dimension of R and ci = dim, H,(K). 
Since xM = M2, it follows (3, p. 280) that v = dim, R”/R = n - 1. 
Hence, we need to show (1 + z)“-l(l - VX) = 1 - & c&+r. But 
and hence, the theorem will be proved if we can show 
c~==v(“~‘)---(~~:, for 1 <j<n-1. 
(Note that the coefficient of z in the above expression is indeed zero since 
Y - (n - 1) = 0.) 
Lemma 3 for p = n - 1 shows c,-i = V. If now, c, = ~(“7’) - (?$) for 
1 < j < n - 1, then Lemma 4 shows dim, H,(K*) = ci + &). But by 
Lemma 3, we have 
The result follows by induction. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. The sum CyZ,, (-1)’ H,(K) = 0. 
Proof. dim H,(K) = 1 and the polynomial 1 - Z:j”=, c&l has - 1 as a 
root by the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If n 2 3, then R is not a complete intersection. 
Proof. It is well known (1, p. 149) that the PoincarC series of a one- 
dimensional complete intersection is of the form (1 + @/( 1 - z2)+r = 
(1 + z)/(l - q-l, and the denominator has a term of degree 2 if n > 3. 
Q.E.D. 
4. REMARKS 
Observe that rings of the type discussed in this paper are easily produced. 
Let t be an indeterminant. Then, consider k[[tal,..., tam]] with (cx., ,..., OZ,) = 1 
n = a1 < cc, < *** < a,, and no oli in the semigroup generated by 
LU, ,..., cq-r , e.g., k[[ts, ts, t’]]. By the Matlis criterion, the maximal ideals 
of such rings are stable so their PoincarC series is computed and it follows 
that they are not complete intersections if n > 3. 
As stated in the Introduction, the Poincare series can be evaluated in 
another way. Let a = R/x and &i = M/x. It is well known that P=(k) = 
P,(k)/(l + z). In i?, m2 = 0, so M ia a k-space of dimension n - 1. 
Taking syzygies over 8, syzi+l(k) I: syzi(H) c1 @+l syz,(k). It follows that 
bi+l = (n - l)b, . Hence, 
PR(k) = l/(1 - (n - 1)~) and P,(k) = (1 + z)/(l - (n - 1)~). 
(The above argument was pointed out to us by the referee.) 
In fact, since a2 = 0, it is easy to show that the Massey operations on 
H(if) vanish where R is the Koszul complex of R over i?. From this we 
may compute the dimensions of H(K). 
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